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Abstract. A possibility to produce hydrogen without greenhouse gas emissions is to couple
a thermochemical cycle with a nuclear reactor. Among the various thermochemical cycles, the
Sulphur/Iodine process is currently the most studied. The production cost of hydrogen from this
process is the sum of several cost accounts which are not at present known in any satisfactory
way. In this paper we present an approach to estimate the total production cost of 1kg of hy-
drogen. In order to overcome the problem of uncertain information associated with each cost
account, we model them as fuzzy sets. We designed a software tool which enables us to eas-
ily define the necessary sets and computes reasonable results including the overall cost. Based
on the assumed values given by recent research papers for the specific cost accounts, we were
able to estimate the cost of being in the interval between 1.7 and 9.4e/kg, but most certainly
between 3.0e/kg and 6.8e/kg.

1 INTRODUCTION

The use of hydrogen as a substitute for hydrocarbons, is currently the object of many re-
search and development tasks throughout the world. To be sustainable, a hydrogen produc-
tion process must be carried out without consumption of raw materials other than water and
driven by energy produced without greenhouse gas emissions. Alkaline electrolysis is car-
ried out using sustainably produced electricity, satisfies these constraints, and is currently
used to produce hydrogen. However, its energetic efficiency is limited. There are currently
a lot of research works related to advanced processes for which a part of the energy needed
for the dissociation of water molecules is provided in form of heat. This opens the perspec-
tive to reach net efficiencies considerably higher than those of alkaline electrolysis. One
approach is the performance improvement by operating the electrolysis at high tempera-
ture. Another possibility is to couple a thermo-chemical cycle with a heat source without
greenhouse gas emissions, mainly sun or nuclear.

There is a need for assessing the competitiveness of all these advanced processes on
the horizon of the year 2030. However, the technical feasibility of the processes is not
established yet and the production cost of hydrogen from these processes is the result of the
sum of several cost accounts which are not known in any satisfactory way at present. The
purpose of this paper is to address the problem of estimating a meaningful result for the
overall costs based on the imprecise assumptions made in recent research papers for each
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cost account. Therefore, we designed and developped a tool that allows the fusion of the
available uncertain information based on the fuzzy logic theory.

In the following section, the principles of fuzzy logic will be summarized and the re-
quirements for a software tool devoted to the assessment of the advanced processes will be
presented. The Sulphur/Iodine (S/I) thermochemical cycle, coupled with a nuclear helium
cooled, high temperature reactor (HTR) is currently the most studied advanced process for
producing hydrogen. In section 3, we introduce the S/I-cycle and detail the application of
fuzzy logic on the associated cost accounts. Section 4 discusses the evaluation of the dif-
ferent costs while the following section comments on the results we obtained using our
prototype interface. General conclusions are emphasized in the last section.

2 FUZZY LOGIC FOR HANDLING THE UNCERTAIN DATA OF ADVANCED
PROCESSES

2.1 FUZZY SETS

The concept of fuzzy sets was introduced by L.A. Zadeh in [1]. It is used extensively in
machine learning in order to deal with uncertain and vague information. The basic idea is to
replace the crisp membership degrees 1 (complete membership) and 0 (set exclusion) from
the set theory by partial membership degrees, i.e. real numbers from the unit interval. This
allows to model vague concepts naturally.

Definition 1. A fuzzy set f is defined by its membership function µf mapping a universe Ω
to the unit interval, i.e.

µf : Ω → [0, 1] . (1)

The concept of a membership function generalizes the notion of the characteristic func-
tion of a conventional set. For an element ω ∈ Ω; the value µf (ω) represents the degree
of membership of ω in the fuzzy set f . Unlike conventional sets where elements either
do belong or do not belong to a set, fuzzy sets admit partial membership ranging from 0
(non-membership) to 1 (full membership).

2.2 α-CUT

The α-cut allows to describe a fuzzy set using a set of sharp sets. The main idea is to fix
a certain membership degree α and thus to obtain a crisp set, which is defined as the set
of values that have a membership degree higher or equal than α. We use α-cuts to perform
virtually all operations combining the fuzzy sets

Definition 2. Let f be a fuzzy set of the vector space X with the membership function µf

and α ∈ [0, 1].
Then the set [µf ]α = {x ∈ X|µf (x) ≥ α} is called the α-cut or α-level set of µf .

An α-cut of a fuzzy set is always an ordinary set. The theorem of decomposition permits
the description of any fuzzy set using its α-cuts.
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Theorem 1. Let f be a fuzzy set of the universe Ω with the membership function µf . The
membership degree of any value ω ∈ Ω can be expressed as:

µf (ω) = supα∈(0,1]α ∗ [µf ]α(ω) (2)

2.3 FUZZY INTERVALS

In general, a fuzzy set can appear in any form that satisfies the above definition. However,
there are more specific concepts which are better suited to our scenario, i.e. fuzzy intervals.
Using them allows us to reduce the complexity of the user interface and the calculation. In
order to give an exact definition of the concept of fuzzy intervals, we first have to define the
underlying properties convexity and normalization for fuzzy sets.

Definition 3. Let X be a vector space. A fuzzy set f with the membership function µf is
fuzzy convex if all α-cuts are convex sets, i.e.

a ∈ [µf ]α ∧ c ∈ [µf ]α → b ∈ [µf ]α | a, b, c ∈ [µf ]α, a ≤ b ≤ c (3)

Definition 4. A fuzzy set over a vector space X is called normalized if there is one x ∈ X
whose membership degree is 1.

Definition 5. A fuzzy interval is a convex, normalized fuzzy set with a mean interval where
the membership degree of all values is 1.

We considered fuzzy intervals because they are very close to the intuitive notion of
”intervals” and allow the existence of a whole interval whose membership degree is 1.
We define the fuzzy intervals by their crisp kernel and support interval and interpolate the
membership function linearly in all segments.

Definition 6. The kernel of a fuzzy interval f is the set of values whose membership degree
µf (x) is equal to 1:

kernelf = x|x ∈ X ∧ µf (x) = 1 (4)

The support of a fuzzy interval f is the set of values whose membership degree µf (x) is
greater than 0:

supportf = x|x ∈ X ∧ µf (x) > 0 (5)

In order to simplify the use of our application for non-experts in the domain of fuzzy
sets and systems we introduced the notions of minimum, most certain minimum, most cer-
tain maximum, and maximum value. The interval betweeen minimum and maximum value
corresponds to the support interval while the kernel interval lies between the most certain
minimum and most certain maximum values.
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2.4 FUZZY ARITHMETIC

It is often necessary to perform arithmetic operations of numbers, which are not precisely
known. An example is the global cost of one kilogram of hydrogen produced by the S/I
cycle, which is basically the sum of all specific costs, which are not exactly known and
thus modeled as fuzzy intervals. All standard arithmetic operations on real numbers can be
easily defined for fuzzy intervals using the extension principle.

2.5 THE EXTENSION PRINCIPLE

The extension principle [2] is used to transform a classical mathematical function into a
function that operates on fuzzy sets. The basic idea is to allow the application of any given
function φ defined for a classic universe Ω on fuzzy sets of the same universe. If we know a
fuzzy set f of the universe and a mapping φ : Ω → Ξ we aim to define the image of f with
respect to φ. Thus, it is a fundamental principle for the application of classical mathematical
functions on imprecise data. More details of this principle can be found in [3].

Definition 7. Let f be a fuzzy set of the universe Ω and φ a mapping from Ω to Ξ . The
extension principle defines the fuzzy set g of Ξ associated to f by the mapping φ as:

∀ξ ∈ Ξ,µg(ξ) =
(

supω∈Ω|ξ=φ(ω)µf (ω) |φ−1(ξ) 6= ∅
0 |φ−1(ξ) = ∅

)
(6)

By applying the extension principle to all the standard arithmetic operations, we obtain
for the fuzzy sets f and g, where all elements of f and g are strictly positive, that:

Addition: µf⊕g(z) = sup{(x,y)|z=x+y}min (µf (x), µg(y))

Product: µf⊗g(z) = sup{(x,y)|z=x×y}min (µf (x), µg(y))

Subtraction: µf	g(z) = sup{(x,y)|z=x−y}min (µf (x), µg(y))

Division: µf�g(z) = sup{(x,y)|z=x/y}min (µf (x), µg(y))

The constraint, that f and g must only contain strictly positive values is very important
for the division operation�, although some other operations could be carried out even when
zero and negative values are considered. Anyway, since for the estimation of the global cost
of the production of hydrogen, all parameters are positive, all operations can be applied
without restrictions.

It is important to point out that every binary operation can also be carried out on the
α-cuts of the fuzzy sets leading to the same results [4].

Theorem 2. Let Ψ be a continuous and isotonic binary operation on < and ∗ the appro-
priate fuzzy operation. For any two fuzzy numbers f and g whose α-cuts are the inter-
vals [min([µf ]α),max([µf ]α)] and [min([µg]α),max([µg]α)] the α-cuts of the fuzzy set
Ψ(f, g) are the intervals [Ψ(min([µf ]α),min([µg]α)), Ψ(max([µf ]α),max([µg]α))].
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Since all arithmetic operations are continuous and isotonic binary operations, we can
work at the α-cuts level and thus simplify the calculation task. Based on this notion we
developed the software prototype.

2.6 DEFUZZYFICATION

The defuzzyfication process adresses the problem of selection of a specific element based
on the output fuzzy set. The most common techniques are the Center of Area (COA) and
the Mean of Maxima (MOM) methods. We use the COA method to calculate the expected
value for each output set. It defines the defuzzified value of a fuzzy set f as its centroid. For
a discrete membership function µf it is calculated as follows:

x∗ =
∑n

i=1 µf (xi)xi∑n
i=1 µf (xi)

For further details on fuzzy set theory the interested reader can refer to [4, 5].

3 ON THE S/I THERMOCHEMICAL CYCLE

3.1 BASIS OF THE S/I CYCLE

The principles of the S/I thermochemical cycle are defined in many publications (see for
instance [6–8]). The cycle includes three main stages:

– A weakly exothermal reaction (called Bunsen reaction) for the creation of sulphuric
(H2SO4) and iodhydric (HI) acids. This reaction is optimal for temperatures included
between 100◦C and 140◦C:

SO2 + x× I2 + 2×H2O → H2SO4 + 2×HI + (x− 1)× I2(x ≥ 1) (7)

– An endothermal reaction (at medium temperature: 230◦C ≤ T ≤ 460◦C) for the de-
composition of the iodhydric acid:

2×HI → H2 + I2 (8)

– An endothermal reaction at high temperature: for the decomposition of the sulphuric
acid. As a matter of fact the decomposition is divided into three steps: the vaporization
of the acid and a double decomposition:

H2SO4 → SO3 + H2O (550◦C ≤ T ≤ 660◦C) (9)

SO3 → SO2 +
1
2
O2 (800◦C ≤ T ≤ 1100◦C) (10)
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At the end of the cycle the initial raw elements (SO2 and x × I2) are recovered, whereas
the water is decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen.

This process seems very attractive from a thermodynamic point of view. The greatest
part of the energy is to be brought as heat for the decomposition of the sulphuric acid.
Moreover the upper temperature of the process which is for the decomposition of SO3

fits very well the temperature of the helium delivered by HTRs. Potentially, the S/I cycle
coupled with a HTR could have an energetic efficiency as high as 45-50%. However, it was
pointed out in [6] and [7] that this range of efficiency may be reachable only when a certain
number of technical barriers are overcome. The associated hydrogen production cost will
depend on several uncertain variables.

3.2 FUZZY VARIABLES RELATED TO THE S/I CYCLE

We selected a few economic variables of the S/I cycle. Each of them can be represented
by a fuzzy interval of trapezoidal form. An example is given in figure 1. The user has the
possibility to define the fuzzy set by two intervals. The first interval describes the range of
values in which the real value certainly lies. It is defined by a minimum (1) and a maxi-
mum values (4). Thus, it is assumed that we can define for every variable of the S/I cycle
an interval, where we are certain that the real value cannot lie outside. In terms of fuzzy
logic, this is the support of our set. Secondly, an expectation interval is defined between the
minimal (2) and maximal (3) expectation values. This interval is interpreted as the range
where the value lies with the highest possibility. Since today’s state of the art does not al-
low defining a relationship between this two intervals, we model the membership function
as segment-wise linear interpolation which leads to the form of a trapeze.

The fuzzy variables that we selected are:

– The investment costs
– The lifetime
– The maintenance costs per year
– The hydrogen production per year
– The Iodine recovery rate
– The energy cost per MJ
– The energy efficiency

All mathematical operations are then applied on the conventional intervals associated to
the corresponding α-cuts . The resulting fuzzy set is obtained by using the resulting α-cuts
to construct a new fuzzy set. This is equivalent to applying the fuzzy operation that we can
find using the extension principle on the fuzzy sets as stated in theorem 2. Theoretically
the number of α-cuts is unlimited since α can be any real value between zero and one. Of
course it is impossible to calculate an infinite number of α-cuts in finite time. Thus, we
sample every fuzzy set with a finite number of α-cuts. This number is set as a parameter
in our tool. During the tests, we set it to 100, which is more than enough to have a very
accurate model and to enable our system to perform all operations instantaneously.
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Fig. 1. Example of an uncertain value (the overall hydrogen quantity produced per year) modeled by a trape-
zoidal fuzzy interval.

4 ASSESSMENT OF THE PRODUCTION COST OF HYDROGEN BY THE S/I
CYCLE

With the help of recent available data, it is possible to instantiate fuzzy intervals related to
uncertain variables.

4.1 OVERALL COST OF ONE KILOGRAM OF HYDROGEN

The final result of the overall cost of one kilogram of hydrogen is the sum over the nor-
malized values of investment costs (cinv), maintenance cost (cm), iodine cost (ciod), caused
by the potential loss of iodine during the cycle, and energy cost (ce). Thus, its α-cuts are
calculated by the following formula:

[µc]α = [µcinv ]α + [µcm ]α + [µciod
]α + [µce ]α (11)

In the following, we will first explain the normalization that applies to all cost accounts and
make general remarks about our software-prototype interface. Then, we will discuss each
cost account in detail.

4.2 NORMALIZATION OF COST ACCOUNTS TO THE UNITY OF ONE KILOGRAM

OF HYDROGEN

The fuzzy division of the fuzzy interval allows to model each specific cost account and
the annual production of hydrogen. Each α-cut of the resulting set is calculated from the
corresponding cuts of the variables. The lower bound is obtained by a/d where a is the
lower bound of the cost account while d is the upper bound of the production. The formula
for the upper bound is b/c where b is the upper bound of the cost and c is the lower bound
of the production. This set of α-cuts defines the costs per kg of hydrogen. This operation
is limited to strictly positive values of both sets, but since real costs and quantities are
considered, this is always true. Although the result of this operation executed on fuzzy
intervals is also a fuzzy interval, its type will be different. In fact, we modelled the input
sets as trapezoidal fuzzy intervals, but the result of the division has two nonlinear curves
(see Fig. 2).
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a b
0

1

c d
0

1

Costs p. a.

Hydrogen Production p. a.

a/d b/c
0

1

Costs per kg of hydrogen

Fig. 2. Normalization of cost accounts to the unity of one kg of hydrogen based on annual costs. A division is
performed on the α-cuts of the fuzzy set that model the annual costs and the annual production. The result is the
fuzzy set that is composed of the resulting α-cuts. Note that the type of fuzzy set changes after this operation
and that this operation can only be applied on strictly positive fuzzy sets.

4.3 A SOFTWARE-PROTOTYPE INTERFACE

In order to help in the handling of the uncertain data, a software-prototype has been imple-
mented. This interface (Fig. 3) is split into two well-separated parts, the input area with the
input sets (numbered 1 to 7 on the figure) on the left and the output area with the fuzzy sets
(numbered A to E) on the right side. The main difference between these two sets is that the
user can only manipulate information on the input side, while the output side is calculated
based on the inputs. However, not all values on the input side are editable. There are two
input parameters for which the value has to be zero and thus they are disabled.

All values on the right side of the application are normalized for one kilogram of hydro-
gen and the diagrams are drawn using an identical scale. This gives an intuitive overview
of the influence of a certain cost on the overall costs of the whole production process. The
normalization process stays the same for every cost account, i.e. the yearly costs have to be
divided by the annual production quantity of hydrogen (Fig. 3, set 4). In the following, we
will give more details about every cost account.

4.4 INVESTMENT COST

In order to calculate the annual investment costs, two uncertain variables have to be taken
into account: the overall investment cost (Fig. 3, set 1) including the discount rate and the
lifetime (Fig. 3, set 2) of the installation. The formula to calculate the yearly investment
costs based on the overall investment costs, the lifetime T and the discount rate τ is the
following:

investa =
invest∑T
t=1

1
(1+τ)t

(12)
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Fig. 3. The interface. On the left side the user can manipulate the variables while the right side displays all costs
normalized for one kg of hydrogen.
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For the demonstration test case reported in Fig. 1, we have considered a project of a S/I
unit scale of 100 moles of H2/s (0.216kg/s) which is described in [8]. Its total investment
cost was evaluated in [8] to 138.6 Me(2005). As [9] indicate that such a value is within
±30%, we have retained:

– For Minimum, we have assumed that research and development works would allow to
reduce the investment cost by a factor 2 : 69.3Me

– For Most certain minimum: 97Me
– For Most certain maximum: 180.1Me
– For Maximum, we have assumed that it would be slightly greater than the most certain

maximum value, if one considers the additional investment for the initial amount of
iodine: 190Me

The annual depreciation of the initial capital depends on the discount rate (we selected
it equal to 6% based on the recommendation of Generation IV [10]) and of the lifetime of
the plant.

4.5 LIFETIME

We have assumed that the lifetime of the unit scale would be no less than 20 years and no
more than 30 years.

It is not trivial to find an adequate fuzzy operation, which incorporates the lifetime as
a fuzzy value. The main problem is that the sum is calculated annually, and this interval
is too long, because the membership degree changes significantly during each year in the
period where it is not sure whether the installation works or not. For example, if we have an
estimated lifetime of 30 to 35 years, the membership degree of the first 30 years is constantly
1. On January 1st of the 31st year it is still approximately 1 while on December 31st it is
near 0.8. Thus, we decided to perform the monthly sum and to adjust the formula in a way
so that the results stay the same for full years. With the assumption that the investment costs
of one year are distributed linearly the average annual investment costs are calculated by:

[µinv]α =
[µinvest]α∑T

t=1
1

(1+τ)t ∗
∑11

i=0 µ(t− i/12)
(13)

Finally the investment costs are normalized for one kilogram of hydrogen as described
above. The result is the fuzzy set A in Fig. 3.

4.6 MAINTENANCE COST

The maintenance costs (Fig. 3, sets 3 and B) are paid annually during the lifetime of the
installation and are assumed to be constant over time. According to [9, p. 268], they are
linked to the investment costs following some laws that depend on the complexity of the
process and range between 2 and 11%. We have chosen:

– For Minimum, to apply 2% to the minimum value of the investment costs: 1.386Me
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– For Most certain minimum, to apply 5% to the most certain minimum value of the
investment cost: 4.85Me

– For Most certain maximum, to apply 9% to the most certain maximum value of the
investment cost: 16.2Me

– For Maximum, to apply 11% to the maximum value of the investment cost: 20.9 Me

4.7 HYDROGEN PRODUCTION PER YEAR

The annual hydrogen production depends on the availability of the plant. For a plant produc-
ing 0.216 kg of H2/s [8] and with 100% of availability, the production will be 6.36×106kg
of H2. Based on experience gained by nuclear reactors and under the assumption that the
S/I process would reach a similar level of reliability, we have selected:

– For Minimum, an availability of 80% =̂5.09× 106 kg of H2

– For Most certain minimum, an availability of 90% =̂5.72× 106 kg of H2

– For Most certain maximum, an availability of 100% =̂6.36× 106 kg of H2

– For Maximum, an availability of 100%. Besides we have assumed that the develop-
ment of the process would increase the production proportionally to energy efficiency
improvement from 36 to 48% =̂8.48× 106 kg of H2

4.8 IODINE LOSS COST

It is not clear yet how much iodine will be lost during the S/I-cycle. Normally, this infor-
mation is given in the form of the iodine recovery rate (Fig. 3, sets 5 and C) which indicates
which percentage of iodine can be reused for a subsequent cycle. We added two parameters
to the input area of the iodine recovery rate, the iodine price and the iodine-hydrogen-ratio
which indicates how much iodine is needed to produce one kilogram of hydrogen in one cy-
cle (if x=1 in the equation (7) , then this ratio must be 126). If an excess of iodine cannot be
avoided at the outlet of the Bunsen reactor, the factor would have to be multiplied by x, the
value describing the excess). The iodine cost is calculated by iod = (1− rec)∗p∗ r, where
rec is the recovery rate, p is the price, and r is the iodine-hydrogen-ratio. The corresponding
α-cuts are calculated as follows:

[µiod]α = (1− [µrec]alpha) ∗ p ∗ r (14)

The iodine price and the iodine-hydrogen ratio are strictly positive real numbers and not
fuzzy sets. According to [8], we have retained 16.11US$/kg or 12.05e/kg. Since the iodine
cost increases when the recovery rate decreases, we have to inverse the minimum and max-
imum values between the input and output. Accordingly, the borders of every α-cut can be
computed as follows under the given condition that the recovery rates is between 0 and 1:

[µiod]α = [(1−max([µrec]alpha)) ∗ piod ∗ riod, (1−min([µrec]alpha)) ∗ piod ∗ riod] (15)

As it is well known that it is an absolute necessity that the rate of recovery of
the iodine must be very high not to penalize too much the competitiveness of the S/I
process, the iodine rate has been modelled by a trapezoid fuzzy interval characterized by:
99.99%, 99.999%, 99.9999% and 100%.
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4.9 ENERGY COST

The energy cost for the hydrogen production is equal to the heat cost per MegaJoule
(cenergy) multiplied by the heating value of hydrogen (141, 86MJ

kg ) and devided by the net
efficiency (eenergy) of the S/I process (Fig. 3, set 7). We apply the following formula, where
c is the symbol for energy costs per MJ and e for the energy efficiency.

energy =
141, 86MJ

kg ∗ cenergy

eenergy
(16)

Thus, every α-cut is calculated by:

[µe]α =

[
141, 86MJ

kg ∗min([µcenergy ]α)

max([µeenergy ]α)
,
141, 86MJ

kg ∗max([µcenergy ]α)

min([µeenergy ]α)

]
(17)

The result can be found as set D in figure 3. For the demonstration test case, we defined
bounds for the heat cost and for the energy efficiency in the following manner:

Energy Cost per MJ Following [11] the cost of electricity produced by an EPR (European
Pressurized Reactor) would be under reasonable assumptions to the order of 28.4e/MWh
7.89e/MJe. Under the assumption that the cost of the electricity produced by a HTR would
be equal or 20% more expensive than from an EPR and that the efficiency of the conversion
of heat into electricity would be between 47% and 50% [7] for a HTR, we have retained:

– For Minimum a value of 3.9e/MJ slightly weaker than the most certain minimum value
– For Most certain minimum, we have assumed an efficiency of 50% for the production

of electricity and that the cost of the electricity produced by a HTR would be equal to
that produced from an EPR: 3.944e/MJ

– For Most certain maximum, we have assumed an efficiency of 50% for the production
of electricity and that the cost of electricity produced by a HTR would be 20% more
expensive than the electricity produced by an EPR: 4.733e/MJ

– For Maximum, we have assumed an efficiency of 50% for the production of electricity
and that the cost of the electricity produced by a HTR would be 25% more expensive
than the electricity produced by an EPR: 4.93e/MJ

Energy Efficiency For the energy efficiency, we have retained:

– For Minimum: 27% according to the more recent works which take into account the
coupling with the reactor

– For Most certain minimum: 37% [6]
– For Most certain maximum: 48% from expected improvements of the process
– For Maximum: 60%, which corresponds to the most optimistic published values
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5 RESULTS

The different contributions to the cost of 1 kg of hydrogen produced by the S/I process were
evaluated as well as the overall cost (see Fig. 3). For each contribution, the minimum, most
certain minimum, most certain maximum, maximum, and expected value were calculated.

The hydrogen production cost will be between 1.7 and 9.4e/kg, the expected value
being 5.0e/kg. The target for the competitiveness of the hydrogen production - 2.0 to
2.5e/kg [7] - is included in this interval. However, we must notice that it is lower than
the most certain minimum. This target is then reachable but reductions in the process cost
have to be achieved.

Our software prototype allowed us to identify the importance of every cost account as
well as the uncertainty linked to it since every partial result and the final result are visualized
on the same scale and corresponding areas are organized vertically. Thus, we can highlight
that the uncertainty linked to the maintenance cost could play a major role. The iodine cost
does not seem to weigh a lot on the production cost, yet we considered very high recovery
rates.

6 CONCLUSION

The interest of fuzzy logic as a tool to assess advanced processes has been illustrated
through the evaluation of the uncertainties linked to the hydrogen production cost using the
Sulphur/Iodine thermo-chemical process. A software prototype interface has been built that
simplifies the interpretation of the results. It is then possible to have some ideas of the im-
provements needed to reach the target of competitiveness of the process: 2.0 to 2.5e/kg [7].

It appears from the results reported in Fig. 3, that for a S/I cycle coupled with a High
Temperature Reactor, the hydrogen production cost would be between 1.7 and 9.4e/kg. As
it is necessary to handle a great mass of iodine to produce hydrogen, it is needed to reach
a iodine recovery rate greater than 99.9%. Since the energy consumed by the process (heat
generated by a HTR) contributes in an important way to the final cost, improvements of
the net efficiency will be welcome. Investments, and even more maintenance costs, suffer
from great uncertainties. The maintenance costs depend on the investment costs and the
complexity of the process. They occur every year. Therefore, simplifications of the design
appear to be desirable.

Fuzzy logic revealed to be promising in helping techno-economic assessments of ad-
vanced processes characterised by data which are not currently known in a satisfactory way.
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Fig. 1. Example of an uncertain value (the overall hydrogen quantity produced 7
per year) modeled by a trapezoidal fuzzy interval.

Fig. 2. Normalization of cost accounts to the unity of one kg of hydrogen based 8
on annual costs. A division is performed on the α-cuts of the fuzzy set
that model the annual costs and the annual production. The result is the
fuzzy set that is composed of the resulting α-cuts. Note that the type of
fuzzy set changes after this operation and that this operation can only be
applied on strictly positive fuzzy sets.

Fig. 3. The interface. On the left side the user can manipulate the variables while 9
the right side displays all costs normalized for one kg of hydrogen.


